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Let Y be an crgodic Bore1 G space. Conditions are determined in order for an extension X 
of Y to be a skew product extension of Y. These conditions depend on the behavior of the 
unitary bundle representation of the G space Y induced by the extension and on the existence 
of extensions of the G space X with certain appropriate properties. 
In this paper we will continue a program started by Zimmer in [ 16 1 of 
studying an extension of an ergodic action of a second countable, locally 
compact group G by analyzing the structure of the natural bundle represen 
tation the extension induces. The natural bundle representation is a 
generalization of the natural unitary representation on L’(X) given by an 
action of G on a space X with a quasi-invariant measure. To understand this 
generalization, it is helpful to be familiar with Mackey’s notion of a “virtual 
subgroup” of G. We shall therefore briefly review this notion and indicate its 
relevance. 
If X is an ergodic, standard, Bore1 G space with a quasi-invariant measure 
,u, then either X has a conull orbit or every orbit in X is null. In the first case 
X is essentially a coset space H\G, where H is a closed subgroup of G and 
the action is given by right translation. The subgroup H is determined up to 
conjugacy and is “identified” with the measure groupoid (H\G X G. ,L X m). 
where m is a Haar measure on G and multiplication is defined by (x, g,) 
(x . g, , g2) = (x, g, gz). The “identification” is given by the multiplication 
preserving map Z defined on H\G X G by (x, g) t + y(x) gy(x . g) ‘, where 
y : H\G --f G is a Bore1 map satisfying Hy(x) = x. If, in addition, y(H) = e. 
the map i from H\G x G to G sending (x, g) to g factors through I, 
H\GxG i G. 
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Hence, thinking of I as an “identification” corresponds the map i to the 
inclusion of If in G. Thus in this case we see the action defines a conjugacy 
class of closed subgroups, and the “virtual subgroup” defined by the ergodic 
action actually “is” a subgroup. 
In the second case, one cannot find such a subgroup, but one can still 
define the measure groupoid (X x G,p X m) and the map i sending (x, g) to 
g. This measure groupoid is then interpreted as a “virtual subgroup” of G 
and i is called the inclusion map of X x G into G. 
Now if (X, p) and (Y, V) are ergodic G spaces, they define virtual 
subgroups XX G and Y X G of G. X X G is then a subvirtual subgroup of 
the virtual subgroup Y x G if there exists a G equivariant Bore1 map p from 
X to Y satisfying pep =,u op-l N v. The “inclusion” is the map i from 
X X G into Y X G sending (x, g) to (px, g). One can show if X = K\G and 
Y = ri\G, then a conjugate of K is contained in H; and the inclusion i after 
making appropriate “identifications” can be made to correspond to the 
inclusion of such a conjugate into H. Hence ergodic extensions of actions 
correspond to inclusions of virtual subgroups. 
Now using this notion of virtual subgroup one can extend fundamental 
ideas from the theory of locally compact groups to the virtual group setting. 
These include homomorphisms, their ranges and kernels, and induced 
representations. 
More specifically, if R is a “representation” of a G space (X,p) and 
p : (X, p) -+ (Y, v) is an extension, then there exists an induced bundle 
representation indiE: R of the G space (Y, v). If R is the identity represen- 
tation 1 of the G space X, then the induced bundle representation indiE: 1 is 
called the natural bundle representation of the extension, and the study of 
this particular representation has been useful in obtaining geometric results 
about the structure of the extension. One of the earliest results in this direc- 
tion is the now classical von Neumann-Halmos theory of ergodic transfor- 
mations with discrete spectrum [3]. Essentially this theory deals with the 
ergodic actions of the integers Z for which indz,, 1 is a sum of finite dimen- 
sional representations. The structure theorem of this theory shows these 
actions are actually translations on compact Abelian groups. The existence 
and uniqueness theorems determine which spectrums occur and show these 
spectrums are complete invariants for their actions. 
In [7] Mackey indicated one could extend these results to actions of 
locally compact Abelian groups and gave an extension of the structure 
theorem to ergodic actions of locally compact groups. He also showed if one 
replaced the trivial cocycle representation 1 by a cocycle representation R 
the structure theorem remains valid, and the cocycle representation R has an 
explicit description. 
Zimmer introduced the notion of an extension with relative discrete 
spectrum and the notions of a normal action and a normal extension in [ 16). 
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All these notions are definable in terms of the natural bundle representation 
ind 1. Zimmer showed that the von Neumann-Halmos theory generalizes 
completely to the class of normal ergodic extensions with relative discrete 
spectrum. A significant part of this theory is the structure theorem for 
ergodic extensions X of Y with relative discrete spectrum. A bundle represen- 
tation has discrete spectrum if it is equivalent to a direct sum of finite dimen- 
sional cocycle representations. Zimmer’s structure theorem gives a geometric 
description of those ergodic extensions X of Y for which the bundle represen 
tation ind 1 has discrete spectrum. Furthermore, he showed if R is a cocycle 
representation of the G space X and if ind R has discrete spectrum, then 
ind 1 has discrete spectrum and the cocyle representation R has a specific 
description. Later in [ 191, Zimmer characterized all normal ergodic actions 
for which the measure is u-finite and invariant. 
In [ 21, we characterized all normal ergodic extensions of an ergodic G 
space and showed any such extension is determined relative to conjugacy by 
the natural bundle representation ind 1. 
In this paper we continue the investigation into extensions of G spaces. 
The natural bundle representation ind 1 continues to be centrally significant. 
Also the theory depends in an essential way on the concept of a cocycle on a 
G space; this being the analog of a group homomorphism in the virtual 
subgroup setting. Our results deal with the question of when is an extension 
a skew product action built from a cocycle having Mackey “dense range” in 
a locally compact group. We show this question is related to the behavior of 
the restrictions of the natural bundle representation ind I to the “kernel 
actions” of Mackey. We also investigate the induced bundle representation 
ind R. We show that if ind R has trivial “restriction” to an ergodic extension. 
then ind 1 also has trivial restriction to this extension. This allows us to 
extend our results and obtain an explicit description of the cocycle represen- 
tation R analogous to those of Mackey and Zimmer mentioned earlier. The 
notions of dense range, kernel actions, restrictions, and other fundamental 
ideas in virtual group theory were sketched by Mackey in 18 1 and several 
have been developed in further detail by Ramsay in Ill-13 1. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 gives introductory material 
along with some further results about the structure of normal ergodic 
extensions and their intermediate factors. Section 2 analyzes the relationship 
between the restriction to the “kernel” of a cocycle with “dense range” of the 
bundle representation induced by a cocycle representation and the structure 
of the extension and the cocycle representation. In Section 3 we discuss when 
an extension is a skew product action defined from a cocycle with dense 
range. 
Lastly, the author wishes to thank the referee for many helpful suggestions 
on improving this paper. He particularly wishes to thank him for his direct 
approach to Theorem 1.4. 
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1. EXTENSIONS,COCYCLES, AND NORMALITY 
Let G be a second countable, locally compact group. Suppose r is a u- 
finite measure on a standard Bore1 space Y. (Y, 11) is a G space provided 
there exists a Bore1 map @, g) w y . g from Y x G into Y such that 
(1) y + g, . g, = y . g, g, a.e. y for each g, and g, and 
(2) y t, y . g preserves the measure class of v for each g. 
The almost everywhere condition in (1) can be strengthened to hold 
everywhere; but by [5] these are essentially equivalent. 
Let (X, ,u) and (Y, V) be G spaces. An equivariant map is a Bore1 map p 
from X to Y satisfying p(x . g) =p(x) . g a.e. x for each g. If, in addition, 
pep - V, Y is called a factor of X or X is said to be an extension of Y. If X 
and Y are ergodic, then the map (x, g) ~-+px, g is to be considered the 
inclusion of the “virtual subgroup” X x G in the “virtual subgroup” Y x G. 
We shall be dealing with extensions of a fixed ergodic G space (Y, v). We 
say the extensions p: (X, ,u) + (Y, v) and p’: (X’, ,D’)- (Y, V) are isomorphic 
over Y if there exists an essential G equivariant isomorphism @ from X to X’ 
such that p’ 0 @ = p and @*,u -p’. Two G spaces X and X’ are isomorphic 
if they are isomorphic over the trivial action. 
Let (Y, V) be a G space. By a cocycle on Y x G one means a Bore1 map 9 
on Y X G with values in a complete separable metric group H such that 
KY, L?, g*) = KY, 8,) PO . g, ’ g*> 
a.e. y for each g, and g2. If H is the unitary group of some separable Hilbert 
space R, 9 is called a cocycle representation of Y X G on R. Two cocycles 
~1 and w on Y x G with values in H are cohomologous if there exists a Bore1 
map U : Y+ H such that U(y) cp(y, g) = v(y, g) U(y . g) a.e. y for each g. 
If H is a locally compact group, then in the setting of virtual groups, one 
may discuss whether the cocycle a, “virtual group theoretically” has dense 
range. This occurs if, for m a Haar measure on H, the skew product action 
defined on (Y X H, v x m) by (y, h) + g = (y . g, ho(y, g)) is ergodic. If o has 
dense range, this ergodic action on Y x H is called the kernel action and 
defines the virtual subgroup of G corresponding to the “kernel” of the 
homomorphism, For motivation on the definition of these concepts, see 181. 
Now if o is any cocycle with range in a locally compact group H and (S, m) 
is an H space, one may form a G action on (Y x S, v x m) analogous to the 
kernel action. Namely, set (y, s) . g = (v . g, s . ~(y, g)). We shall denote 
this skew product G space by Y X, S. Clearly this space is an extension of 
the G space Y. 
Now if p: (X, p) -+ (Y, v) is an extension of a G space Y and Ed is a cocycle 
on Y x G, then the cocycle of the G space X defined by (x, g) w rp(P& g) is 
called the restriction of a, to XX G. We use the following results of Zimmer. 
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LEMMA 1.1. If v, : Y x G + H is a cocycle with dense range and (S, m) is 
an ergodic H space, then Y x, S is an ergodic G space. 
LEMMA 1.2. If v, : Y x G + H is a cocycle with dense range, K is a 
closed subgroup of H, and y : K\H + H is a Bore1 selection, then 
V(Y? Ixl, g) = YIXI cp(Y, s> YbP(Y* s)l is a cocycle on the G space Y X, K\H 
with dense range K. 
Remark. Lemma 1.1 is Lemma 2.2 of [ 18 ] while Lemma 1.2 is essen 
tially Theorem 2.1 of [ 181 which shows that a cocycle cp with dense range H 
when restricted to the G space Y X, S has “Mackey range” the H space S. 
Suppose (Y, V) is a G space. Let y w Cq be a Hilbert bundle over Y. By a 
bundle representation of the G space Y, one means a Bore1 field (y, g) i--r 
R(y, g) of unitary transformations from Py., to n”;: satisfying 
R(y, 8,) R(Y . gi 3 gz) = R(J, g, g?) 
a.e. y for each g, and g,. Two bundle representations R, and R z on bundles 
y i-t~F:, and y WA?@: are equivalent if there exists a Bore1 field of unitary 
operators y w U(y) satisfying U(y) R ,(y, g) = R,(y, g) U( y g) a.e. y for 
each g. If R is a bundle representation of the G space Y on the bundle 
y t, -“y and p: (X, p) + (Y, V) is an extension, then the restriction R I,y y c is 
the bundle representation on the bundle .Y t-t <,x defined by 
(x3 g) t-, R (px, g). 
Suppose p: (X, p) + (Y, v) is an extension of a G space Y and R is a 
bundle representation of the G space X on a Hilbert bundle x ++ iv,. Let 
,U = -1.i~~ dv(y) be the disintegration of the measure p over the fibers ofp. For 
each ~1, set r? = ,l @<XX dp,(x). Then for each g, the measure pu,. g defined 
by pUr . g(E) =p,,(E . g-‘) is equivalent to the measure pV.e for 1’ a.e. J’. 
Define (indiE: R)(y,g) : Fv’s +~T.’ by 
(ind,LE:j R)(y, g)f(x) = * (x . g)’ ’ R(x. g)f(x . g). 
v . 
Then ind,:.;: R is a bundle representation of the G space Y called the bundle 
representation induced from R. If R = 1, the trivial representation, then ind I 
is called the natural bundle representation of Y x G induced by the extension 
X + Y. Note if Y is trivial, then ind 1 is just the natural unitary represen 
tation of G on L’(X) given by the action. 
There are two other notions which play an important role in the 
arguments of this paper. The first is the notion of a point transformation 
group. Namely, let S be a standard Bore1 space with a finite measure m. Let 
r(S) be the group of all Bore1 isomorphisms of S which preserve the 
measure class of m, identified if they agree pointwise a.e. on S. Give y(S) 
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the Bore1 structure defined by convergence in measure. Then .7(S) is a 
standard Bore1 group. In fact the map 9 I-+ L,, where 
L,f(s)= ";;-' (Sy2f(q1S) 
is a Bore1 group isomorphism of 3(S) onto the strongly closed subgroup of 
the unitary group of L'(S) consisting of those unitary operators u satisfying 
Ul > 0 and UL"(S) U-’ = L"O(S). We give 3’(S) this complete separable 
metric topology. 
In Proposition 1 of [ 21, we showed if (X, ,u) + (Y, V) is an extension of an 
ergodic G space Y, then there exist a standard Bore1 space S, a finite 
measure m on S, and a cocycle I,V on Y x G with values in 5’(S) such that X 
is isomorphic to (Y X S, v X m) over Y, where the action on Y x S is defined 
by (A s> . g = (Y . g, W(.JG g) -ls>. 
Second is the notion of an ergodic decomposition of a G space. Let (X,,U) 
be a G space. Then there exist a standard Bore1 space T with a finite 
measure 1 and a G invariant Bore1 functionffrom X into T (f is G invariant 
iff(x . g) =f(x) a.e. x for each g) such thatf,p - A and if ,U = (put dA(t) is 
the disintegration of ,U over the fibers off, then (X, ,D,) is an ergodic G space 
for A a.e. t. Function f is then said to give an ergodic decomposition of the 
G space X. Function f enjoys the following universal property. Suppose g is 
a G invariant Bore1 map on X with values in an analytic Bore1 space. Then 
there is an essentially unique Bore1 function h on T such that h 0 f = g. This 
universal property ensures the essential uniqueness of the pair (f, (T, A)). 
The rest of this section will deal with some questions in the theory of 
normal ergodic extensions. First we strengthen the uniqueness theorem, and 
second we shall determine the intermediate factors in a normal ergodic 
extension. 
Zimmer defined an extension X+ Y to be normal if the bundle represen- 
tation indi 2 g 1 restricted to the G space X is equivalent to an identity 
cocycle representation. This is the virtual subgroup analog of the notion of a 
normal subgroup. That is, if X and Y are ergodic, XX G is a “normal 
subvirtual subgroup” of Y x G if indiz: 1 JXXG N I. Note in the theory of 
representations of locally compact groups, H is a normal subgroup of G iff 
the representation of G induced by an identity representation of H is the 
identity representation when restricted to H. 
In [2], we showed if X is a normal ergodic extension of Y, then X is 
isomorphic over Y to the kernel action defined by a cocycle o on Y X G 
having dense range in a locally compact group H. Furthermore, we 
established that any normal ergodic extension of Y is determined up to 
isomorphism over Y by the equivalence class of the bundle representation 
ind :Eg 1. These are the uniqueness theorems of von Neumann-Halmos and 
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Zimmer extended to normal ergodic extensions. In Theorem 1.3, we show 
that ind 1 actually characterizes the group H and the cocycle cp up to 
isomorphism and cohomology class. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let (Y, v) be an ergodic G space. Suppose 
a:YxG+H and b:YxG+K 
are cocycles with dense ranges locally compact groups H and K. If Y x,, H 
and Y xh K are isomorphic G spaces over Y, then there exists a topological 
group isomorphism f from H into K such that f 0 a is a cocyle cohomologous 
to b. 
Proof: Let @ be an isomorphism of Y x,, H onto Y x,, K over Y. Then 
there exist Bore1 maps (o and v such that 
@(Y? h) = 0, (o(.v, h)) and @-‘(.I>. k) = (.I,. y(y. k)) 
a.e. These maps satisfy: 
( 1) q( I’ . g, ha(y, g)) = q( y, h) b( y. g) a.e. ( .v, h) for each g, 
(2) v(.v . g, kb(y, g)) = y(y, k) a(y. g) a.e. (.r, k) for each g. 
(3) p(y, w(.v, k)) = k a.e. (v, k). 
(4) w(.v, d.v, h)) = h a.e. 0, h), and 
(5) h t---f c,o(~, h) carries the Haar measure class on H to the Haar 
measure class on K a.e. 4’. 
Thus ?- Y x,, H xh K is a G space with action defined by 
(Y, h, k) . g = (Y . g, ha(.v, g), kbO1, g)). 
Defined a Bore1 map F from F into K by F( y, h, k) = o( 4’. h) k ‘. This map 
gives an ergodic decomposition of p. Indeed, the map @ x I of p onto 
Y xb K X, K is a G space isomorphism, and the map (y, k, ,k,) 1-r k, kz ’ 
gives the ergodic decomposition of Y xb K xb K. 
Similarly the map G( y, h, k) = hty( y, k) ’ gives an ergodic decomposition 
of F. Thus, by uniqueness of ergodic decompositions, there exists a Bore1 
isomorphismffrom H to K which carries the Haar measure class of H to the 
Haar measure class of K and satisfies f 0 G = F. Thus 
f(hty(y. k)- ‘) = cp(.v, h) k ’ a.e. j*, h. k. 
By (5). f(hty(y, cp(y, h’)) = q(y, h) q(y, h’) ’ a.e. y, h, h’. Hence we see by 
(3) thatf(hh’) = Kv, h) v(v, h’)-’ a.e. y, h, h’. This implies there is a Bore1 
function CI from Y into K such that f(h) = o(y. h) a(.~) a.e. y. h. Thus 
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SWY, g>> = P(Y . g, WY, g)> 4~ . g) a.e. Y, h for each g. Hence by (11, 
SVWYY &?>I = P(YY h) WY, g> 4Y. ‘!?I = P(Y> h) 4Y> 4y>-’ b(Y> g> 4Y . g> 
a.e. y, h for each g. We therefore have: 
(6) SWY, g>) =f(h) 4~)~’ QY, g) 4~ . g> a.e. Y, h for each g. 
Define W(y, h, h’) =f(h’h)f(h))‘. Then W is a Bore1 function from 
Y x H x H into K and W(y . g, ha(y, g), h’) =f(h’ha(y, g))f(ha(y, g)))’ = 
f(h’h)f(h)-’ a.e. y, h, h’ for each g. Since (y, h, h’) I-+ h’ gives the ergodic 
decomposition of Y X, H X K, there is a Bore1 function w on H such that 
f(h’h)f(h) - l = w(h’) a.e. h, h’. Thus there exists an element k, in K such 
that f(h) = w(h) k, a.e. h. But then 
k, ‘f(h’h) = k, ‘w(h’)f(h) 
= k,‘w(h’) k, k, ‘S(h) 
= k, ‘f(h’) k, ‘f(h) a.e. h, h’. 
Therefore k; ‘f is almost multiplicative. Hence one may redefine f on a set of 
measure 0 so that k; ‘f is a continuous homomorphism of H into K. Since f 
is essentially one-to-one and carries the Haar measure class of H to the Haar 
measure class of K, k;‘f is a topological group isomorphism of H onto K. 
By (6) k; ‘f 0 a is a cocycle cohomologous to b. Q.E.D. 
Let p: (X,p)-+ (Z,l) b e an extension of a G space Z. An intermediate 
factor is a G space (Y, V) along with extensions p, : X+ Y and p2 : Y + Z 
such that p2 o p, =p. The following result characterizes the intermediate 
factors of a normal ergodic extension. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let a, be a cocycle on an ergodic G space (Z, A) which has 
dense range in a locally compact group H. Then for any intermediate factor 
(Y, v) of the normal ergodic extension Z X, H + Z, there exists a closed 
subgroup K of H such that Y is isomorphic to Z X, K\H over Z. 
Proof: Let mH be a right Haar measure on H. Since Y is an extension of 
the ergodic G space Z, we may assume Y = Z X S, v = A X m, and the action 
is given by (z, s) . g = (z . g, ~(z, g))’ s), where w is a cocycle on 2 X G 
with values in the point transformation group .3(S). The extension 
Z X, H + Y then has form (z, h) b (z, a(z, h)), where a is a Bore1 function 
from Z x H into the standard Bore1 space S. The Bore1 function a has two 
properties. Namely, a(z . g, hq(z, g)) = I+V(Z, g)-’ a(z, h) a.e. (z, h) for each 
g; and for a.e. z, the map h tt a(z, h) carries the measure class of m,, to the 
measure class of m. By redefining a on a set of measure 0, we may assume 
the second property holds for all z. 
Let M(S) be the measure algebra on S defined by m. For each z, let 
a,(h) = a(z, h). Since ar*mH - m, M(z) = a;‘(M(S)) is a measure 
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subalgebra of M(H), the measure algebra on H defined by mr,. Let P(z) be 
the orthogonal projection on L’(H) which is the conditional expectation 
corresponding to the subalgebra M(z). Then z ++ P(z) is strongly Borel. 
Let R be the right regular representation of H on L’(H). Define r,,(x) = 
xh- ’ for x in H or S. Then R, = L,.,,. Furthermore, a, ,p o ro,l.r, , = 
w(z3 g)-’ O a, a.e. z for each g. Thus 
Mb . g) = uy.; (WS)) 
= rmcL.a,~la-‘W(z,g)M(S) 
= ~,c:.,,~3fw 
=r ,(:.,,M(z) a.e. z 
for each g. This implies P(z . g) = R,i,,,P(z) RwC2,R, a.e. z for each g. 
Define F(z, h) = RhP(z) Rk ‘. Then F is strongly Bore1 and F(z . g, 
h&z, g)) = F(z, h) a.e. z, h for each g. Since Z X, H is ergodic, F is constant 
a.e. Thus there exists a subalgebra M, of M(H) such that rhM(z) = M, a.e. 
z. h. Therefore rk ‘M, = M, for all h and M(z) = M, 2 a.e. z. 
Now every H invariant subalgebra of M(H) is H isomorphic to a measure 
algebra M(K\H), where K is a closed subgroup of H and K\H is the space 
of right cosets. Let @ : M, + M(K\H) be such an H isomorphism. Then 
z w Q, o a;’ is a Bore1 map on Z with values isomorphisms from M(S) to 
M(K\H). Therefore, there exists a Bore1 map b from Z X K\H into S such 
that for a.e. z, the map b,( [ h]) = b(z, [h]) is an essential isomorphism of 
K\H into S which preserves measure classes and induces the isomorphism 
@ 0 a-‘. Therefore, since @ is an H map, one has 
b:-.L = @ 0 a;.: 
= @ 0 r&) 0 a; ’ 0 v(z, g) 
-I = rocz,Rj 0 @ 0 a; ’ 0 v(z, g) 
=r -I oc;.nj 0 by ’ 0 v(z, 8) 
a.e. z for each g. This implies b,., = ty(z, g)-’ o bI o rOC..p, a.e. z for each g. 
Thus v(z. g) ’ b(z, (h]) = b(z, Ihy(z, g)]) a.e. z, h for each g. 
Define B:ZXK\H+ZXS by B(z,Ih])=(z,b(z,[h])). Then B is an 
essential isomorphism of Z x K\H onto Y = Z x S preserving measure 
classes and satisfying B(z g, [hq(z, g)\) = B(z, Ih I) . g a.e. z. h for each g. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Suppose p: X--f Y and q: Y-r Z are extensions and 
q p: X -+ Z is a normal ergodic extension. Then X is a normal extension of Y. 
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Proof: By Theorem 1.5, we may assume X= Z x rp H and 
Y = Z X, K\H, where rp is a cocycle on Z X G with dense range in a locally 
compact group H and K is a closed subgroup of G. Let y be a Bore1 selection 
for the space of right K cosets in H. Define w on Y x G by ~(z, [h], g) = y[h] 
~(z, g) y[hyl(z, g)] -l. By Lemma 1.2 w has dense range in K. Thus Y X, K is 
a normal extension of Y. 
Define a Bore1 map @ from X onto Y X, K by 
@ is an isomorphism over Y of G spaces X and Y X, K. Thus X is a normal 
extension of Y. Q.E.D. 
Our next result shows one may strengthen Theorem 1.3. 
THEOREM 1.7. Let p: (X, ,u) -+ (Y, V) be an ergodic extension of a G 
space Y. Suppose H and K are locally compact groups and a : X X G + K 
and b : Y x G -+ H are cocycles with dense ranges. Suppose XX, K and 
Y xb H are isomorphic extensions over Y. Then there are a closed subgroup 
K, of H and a topological group isomorphism f of K onto K, such that f 0 a 
is a cocycle cohomologous to the restriction of b to X X G and X is 
isomorphic over Y to Y Xb K,\H. 
ProoJ Let @: Y xb H --) X X, K be an isomorphism over Y. Then 
Y Xb H-, X X, K + X-, Y is a sequence of factors. By Theorem 1.4, we 
may assume X = Y Xb K,\H for some closed subgroup K, of H. Therefore 
XX, K is equal to Y Xb K,\H X, K. 
Let y be a Bore1 selection for the right cosets of K, in H. Define 6’ on 
XX G by b’(y, [h],g)=y[h] b(y,g)y[hb(y,g)]-‘. By Lemma 1.2, b’ is a 
cocycle on X x G with dense range in K,. Furthermore Y xb K,\H xhC K, 
and Y xb H are isomorphic G spaces over Y. Thus XX, K = 
Y xb K,\H x, K and Y xb K,\H Xb8 K, are isomorphic over Y. By Theorem 
1.3, there exists a topological group isomorphism f from K onto K, such that 
f 0 a is cohomologous to 6’. Since b’ is clearly cohomologous to the 
restriction of b to X x G, the result follows. Q.E.D. 
2. INDUCED BUNDLE REPRESENTATIONS AND EXTENSIONS 
In this section we study the relationship between restrictions of induced 
bundle representations to the kernel action defined by a cocycle having dense 
range in a locally compact group H and the geometric structure of the 
extension. Our first result concerns the natural bundle representation. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let (Y, v) be an ergodic G space and CJI be a cocycle on 
Y x G with dense range in a locally compact group H. Let X be an extension 
of Y and suppose the restriction of the natural bundle representation 
ind ;$g 1 to the G space Y X, H is equivalent to the identity cocycle represen- 
tation. Then there exists an H space (S, m) such that X and Y X,, S are 
isomorphic G spaces over Y. 
Proof: We may assume X = Y x S, p = v x m, and there is a Bore1 
cocycle w : Y x G + .7’(S) such that (y, s) . g = (y . g, w(y, g) ’ s) a.e. J’, s 
for each g. Then the natural bundle representation is equivalent to the 
cocycle representation R of Y x G on the Hilbert space L*(S) defined by 
R ( Y, g)./-(s) = 
dm 0 v/(y,g)m’ 
dm (syf(ly(,. g)- ’ s). 
By assumption there is a strongly Bore1 field of unitary operators U(y, h) 
from L*(S) to some Hilbert space .X’ such that U(y . g, hp(y, g)) = U(y. h) 
R( 1, g) a.e. y, h for each g. Let La(S) be the von Neumann algebra of 
multiplication operators M,. Set .KV,h = I/( y. h) L q (S) U( y, h) ‘. Then 
using results of Effros, see 111, (y, h) t-, <,,h is a Bore1 function into a 
standard Bore1 space. But since R(y.g)MfR(y,g)V’ =JW~,~,~,~, ,.
4y,h).a =, <,qh a.e. y, h for each g. Thus, since Y X, H is ergodic, we see 
that 4,,,h) =. dO a.e. for some von Neuman algebra .~e. It follows that there 
is a unitary operator U, from F’ onto L*(S) such that U, U(V. h) L” (S) 
U(y. h) ’ U,; ’ = L”(S) a.e. y, h. By redefining U on a set of measure zero 
and replacing Ii by U, U, we may assume CJ( y, h) L “(8) U( y, h) I = L” (S) 
for all y, h. Therefore, there is a Bore1 function (y, h) t---t a( y. h) E 7’(S) 
such that U(y, h)MIt U(y, h))’ = LaCp,hJM,IL;(:,h, for all Bore1 sets E. 
Since U(J-. g. hq(y,g))= U(y, h)R(y,g)= U(JI, h)L,,,,,, a.e. y, h for each 
g. it follows that 
for each g. Therefore one has the identity 
a(?, . g. WY, g)) = a(y, 8) W(Y, 8) a.e. .I’, h for each g. (2.1) 
LEMMA 1. a(y, h)a(y, k))’ = a(z, h)a(z, k) ’ a.e. y, z, h, k. 
Proof. Define F(z, h, k) = a(z, hk) a(z, k)- ‘. Then F(z . g, h, k&z, g)) = 
F(z, h, k) a.e. for each g. But (z, h, k) M h gives the ergodic decomposition 
of Y X H X, H. Hence there is a Bore1 function f on H such that a(z, hk) 
a(z, k)- ’ =f(h) a.e. Therefore a(z, h) a(z, k) ’ =f(hk--‘) = a(y, h) 
a(y, k))’ a.e. ~9, h. z, k. Q.E.D. 
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Fix ZO, ko SO that a(~,, h) a(=,, k,)-’ = a(y, h) a(.~, k,)-’ a.e. y, h. Define 
@(.J’, h)=a(zo, k,)-’ a(~, h) a(.~, k,)-’ a(=,, k,). Then a(~, h) = ti(z,, h) a.e. 
.JJ, h. Let d(h) = G(z,, h). Then one has 
a( y, h) = Z(h) a.e. y, h. (2.2) 
LEMMA 2. d(h * p(y, g)) = a(h) W(y, g) u.e. y, h for each g, where 
KY, g> = a(=,, ko)-’ 4~ 4,) ~0, s>@(=o, k,)-’ a(.~ . g, k,,))-‘. 
PrwJ WT(Y, g>) = W . g, h~(y,g)) = Q(=,,, kc&’ 4~ . g, hdy,g)) 
4~ . g, ko)-’ a(=,, ko) = Wo, ko)-’ 4.~ h)) 4.~ W’ 4=o, ko)) 
M=oJo>-’ a(~,ko) vhg> 4~-g&-’ 4=o,k,)) = KY,~) w(y,g) = 
a(h) ‘ia g>. Q.E.D. 
Define 0 : Y X S -+ Y x S by @(y, s) = (y, a(~,, k,)-’ u(y, k,) s). Then 
@(y . g, w(y, g))’ s) = (y . g, p(y, g))’ s). Since @ is an isomorphism over 
Y, we see by replacing w by rji and a by S that we may assume that there is a 
Bore1 map a from H into 7(S) satisfying 
4WY~ g>> = a(h) o V(Y, g> a.e. y, h for each g. (2.3) 
LEMMA 3. There exists a continuous homomorphism Ci from H into 
7(S) such that a(hq(y, g)) = a(h) o v/(y, g) u.e. y, h for each g. 
ProoJ: Set F(y, h, k) = u(hk) u(k)-‘. Then F(y . g, h, kq(y, g)) = 
F(y, h, k) a.e. for each g. Hence there is a Bore1 function f on H such that 
u(hk) u(k)-’ =f (h) a.e. h, k. Choose k, so that f (h) = u(hk,) u(k,)-’ a.e. h. 
Set a(h) = u(k,)-’ u(k,h). Then 
a(h,h,)=u(k,)-‘u(k,h,h,)=a(k,)-‘u(koh,k,’kohz) 
= u(k,)-’ u(k,h,k,‘k,h,) u(k,h,)~’ u(k,h,) 
= &-‘f @oh,k,‘) 4W,) 
= a(k,)-’ u(k,h,) u(k,)-’ u(k,h,) 
= Ci(h,) a(h,) a.e. h,, h,. 
It follows by redefining 5 on a set of measure 0 that 6 is a continuous 
homomorphism. Q.E.D. 
We complete the proof of Theorem 2.1. Since h w d(h) E 2’(S) is a 
continuous homomorphism, E + h = a(h)- * E defines a Bore1 action of H on 
the measure algebra of (S, m), By [S], there is a Bore1 point action of H on 
S such that s . h = a(h)-’ s a.e. s for each h. By (2.3), @(q~(u, g)) = ~(y, g) 
a.e. y for each g. Therefore, (y, s) . g = (y . g, w(y, g))’ s) = (y . g, 
GP(Y, g>)-’ s) = (Y . g, s . v(v, g)) ax. Y, s for each g. Q.E.D. 
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We remark that the condition stated in Theorem 2.1 is also necessary. 
Indeed, suppose X = Y X, S. Then ind 1 is the cocycle representation R on 
L*(S) defined by 
where (m . h)(E) = m(E . A-‘). That is, R is the representation defined by 
R(Y, g> = Lrw,y I,T where r,, is the element in -7’(S) given by rh(s) = s . h ‘. 
Now the restriction is the representation (y, h, g) c--, R( y. g). Define a Bore1 
function Ii on Y x H into the unitary group of L*(S) by U(y, h) = LTh. Then 
WY . g> MY, g>) = Lh”,l.y, 
=L rhordI,Y, 
= LrhLroI\.u, 
= U(Y, h) R(vr, 8). 
Hence ind 1 restricted to the G space Y X, H is equivalent to the identity 
cocycle representation on L*(S). 
The following proposition shows the uniqueness of the H space S. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let q~ : Y x G + H be a cocycle with dense range. 
Suppose S and T are H spaces. Then Y X, S and Y X, T are isomorphic 
extensions over Y iff S and T are isomorphic H spaces. 
Proof. Suppose Y X, S N Y x, T over Y. It follows that there is a Bore1 
map a from Y X S into T such that a(p . g, s . cp(y, g)) = a( y, s) . (P(J’, g) 
a.e. y, s for each g and s + a(y, s) is an essential isomorphism carrying the 
measure class on S to the measure class on T a.e. J’. 
Define F( y, s, h) = a( y, s) h ‘. Then F(Y . g, s . ds’, s), hv(y, g)) = 
F( y, s, h). Hence F is a G invariant Bore1 function on Y X, S X, H. Since 
(y, s, h) cr sh ’ gives the ergodic decomposition of Y X, S X, H, there is a 
Bore1 function W from S to T such that a( y, s) h-~’ = W(sh ‘) a.e. Hence 
W(s) = a( y, sh) h -’ a.e. It follows that W is an essential isomorphism from 
S to T. Furthermore W(sh-‘) h is constant a.e. h a.e. s. Let I?(s) be this 
constant. Then @ is an isomorphism between H space S and H space T. 
Q.E.D. 
The next proposition will be useful in analyzing cocycle representations 
which induce bundle representations with trivial restrictions on kernel 
actions. It also can be used in the context of Theorem 2.1. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let v be a cocycle on an ergodic G space (Y, v) with 
values in Y(S, m). Set X = Y x S, ,a = v X m, and define a G action on X b? 
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( y, s) . g = ( y . g, iy( y, g) - ’ s). Suppose p: ( W, A) --) (Y, v) is an ergo&c 
extension. If n is a cocycle representation of the G space X on a Hilbert 
space E such that indlzg rtlWXc ru I, then ind{,“g 1 lwxc N I. Furthermore, 
there exists a strongly Bore1 function f on W x S with values in the unitary 
group of 3 which satisfies 
f (w * &TV s) =f (w w(pw, g) s) n(pw, w(Pwv g) s9 g) 
a.e. w, s for each g. 
(2.4) 
Proof: The bundle representation ind rr is equivalent to the cocycle 
representation R of the G space Y defined on L *(S, Z) by 
Since R lWXG is equivalent to an identity representation, there exists a 
strongly Bore1 map w t-+ U(w), where each U(w) is a unitary transformation 
from L*(S, 3) onto a Hilbert space R’ satisfying U(w . g) = U(w) R(pw, g) 
a.e. w for each g. 
Let L”O(S) be the von Neumann algebra consisting of all multiplication 
operators Mf on L*(S, Z), where f is an essentially bounded, complex 
valued Bore1 function on S. Define A(w) = U(w) L”(S) U(w) - ‘. Since 
R(YdwfR(Y,g)-’ =MfOl(Y.R)-l’ the same argument as used in the proof 
of Theorem 2.1 shows one may assume 3” = L*(S, AW) and there exists a 
Bore1 map a from W into 3’(S) satisfying 
for all w and all f in Lm(S). 
Therefore, each L,$ U(w) is a unitary centralizer for L”(S). This implies 
for each w, there exists a strongly Bore1 function f, mapping S into P(X), 
the unitary group, with L;:, U(w) = MfX,. Thus, since w tt Mf,. is strongly 
Borel, w bf, is a Bore1 field of Bore1 maps from S to g(Z). Therefore 
there exists a strongly Bore1 function f from W X S into g(X) satisfying 
f (w, s) =fw(s) m a.e. s for A a.e. w. 
Since U(w . g) = U(w)R(pw,g) a.e. w for each g and R(y,g)= 
Mr,,,L@(Y. 9) ’ where n,,,(s) = rc(y, s, g) one has 
L a(W.R,Mfw,.g =Law,MfH>Mmpw,n L @(Y.K) 
=La(w)Mf,n,,,,L*(y.n, 
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a.e. w for each g. Therefore, 
(1) a(w . g) = a(w) o &w, g) a.e. w for each g and 
(2) f,.,(s) =f,,,(w(pw,g)s) n(pw, v&w g)s. g) a.e. s a.e. M: for each 
g. 
Since indi z g 1 is equivalent to the cocycle representation (y, g) tt L,(,.,,. 
(1) implies ind llwxc is equivalent to the identity cocycle representation. 
Equation (2) shows f satisfies Eq. (2.4) for a.e. g. But the set of g for which 
this equation holds is multiplicatively closed. Thus the equation holds for 
every g. Q.E.D. 
We now show that a cocycle representation which induces a bundle 
representation that is trivial on a normal extension must have special form. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose n is a cocycle representation of a G space X and 
X is an extension of an ergodic G space Y. Suppose CJI is a cocycle on Y with 
dense range in a locally compact group H. If ind T restricted to the G space 
Y X, H is equivalent o the identity representation, then there are an H space 
(S, m), a cocycle representation TT’ of S, and an isomorphism @ of Y X, S 
onto X over Y such that 7c 0 (CD x i) is equivalent to the cocycle represen 
tation (4’. s, g) t, n’(s, q(y, g)). 
Proof Proposition 2.3 implies indf;;: 1 /yX,HXG is equivalent to the 
identity cocycle representation. Theorem 2.1 then implies we may assume 
X = Y X, S for some H space (S, m). Again applying Proposition 2.3 to the 
case where ~(.r. g) s = s . p( y, g))‘, we see there exists a Bore1 function F 
from Y X H X S into W(LjF1) which satisfies 
F(~.g.h.~(~l,g),s)=F(y,h,s’cp(y.g)-’)rr(~,s.co(~.g) ‘.g) (2.5) 
a.e. J’, h, s for each g. Define f on Y x H x S by f ( y. h, s) = F( y, h, s . h). 
Equation (2.5) then implies 
f (y g. hq(y, g), s) 
(2.6) 
=f(y,h.s)x(y,s.h,g) a.e. 4’. h, s for each g. 
We show there is a cocycle n’ on S x H such that 71 is equivalent to the 
cocycle representation (y, s, g) F+ z’(s, o(y, g)). Detine a Bore1 function W 
on Yx,Hx,HxS by W(y,h,h,,s)=f(y,h,,s)f(y,h,sh,h ‘)-I. Then 
Y?, . g, My, sX h,rp(y, g), s) = (f (y, h,, s) ~0, s . h, 3 g))(f(y. h, sh, h ’ ) 
n( y, s s h,, g)) -’ = W(y, h, h,, s) a.e. for each g. Since (v, h, h,, s) I- * 
(s. h, h- ‘) gives the ergodic decomposition of Y X, H X, H x S, there is a 
Bore1 function 7~’ :SX H+%(Z) such that n’(s,h,h-‘)=f(~l,h,,s)f(~,. 
h, sh,h-I))’ a.e. Y, s, h, h, . Hence n’(s, h) = f(y, h,, sff(j-. 
h~.‘h,,sh))’ a.e. s, h, h,. 
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LEMMA 1. (h :f(y,h,,S)f(y,h-‘h,,sh)-’ is constant a.e. h, for ae. 
Y, s} = H and z’(s, h,) 7c’(s . h,, h2) = d(s, h,hJ u.e. s, h,, h,. 
ProoJ Let hi, i= I,2 be such that f(y, h,s)f(y, h;‘h, ~h,)-r js 
constant a.e. h for a.e. y, s. Then 
(S(Y, A; ‘h, sh,)f(y, h;‘h; ‘h, sh, h,))‘) is constant a.e. h for a.e. y, . This 
implies both statements. Q.E.D. 
Redefine z’(s, h) to be the almost everywhere constant 
f(y,h,,s>f(y,h-‘h,,sh)-‘. Th en rc’ is Bore1 and by the proof of Lemma 1, 
~c’(s, h,h,) = x’(s, h,) Z’(S . h,, h2) a.e. s for each h, and h,. Hence 71’ is a 
cocycle representation of S x H. Hence we see there is a Bore1 function f 
from Y X H X S to g’(Z) and a cocycle x’ on S x H with values in P’(Z) 
such that: 
f(~ * g, WY, g>, 8) =f(y, k s) $Y, s . h, g) as. y, h, s for each g (2.7) 
and 
fb 4 > s> = n’(s, h)f(y, h-q, sh) a.e. y, h,, s for each h. (2.8) 
LEMMA 2. There is a Bore1 function w from Y x S to Z!(X) such that 
jf(s, h) NY, sh) n(y, Sk g) = n’(s, 40, g)) w(y . g, sb(y, g)) a.e. y, s, g 
for each h. 
Proof. By (2.8), f (y, h,, s) = TC’(S, hh,)f (y, h;‘h-‘h,, shh,) a.e. 
h, h,,y, s. Letting h, -+ e, we see there is a Bore1 function w(y, s) such 
that w(y, s) = 7r’(s, h)f (y, h-l, sh) a.e. y, s, h. Hence w( y, s * h) = 
Z'(S . h, h -‘)f (y, h, s). Therefore f (y, h, s) = TT’(S, h) w(y, s . h) a.e. y, s, h. 
It follows from (2.7) that 7c’(s, hrp(y, g)) w(y . g, s&(y, g)) = z’(s, h) 
w(y, sh) ?r(y, sh, g) a.e. s, y, h, g. Let H, be the set of h for which this 
equation holds a.e. s, y, g. If h E H and h, E H,, then 
jf(s7 hhl(o(Y, s>> NY . g, s4 V(Y, g)) 
= 7f(s, h) r’(s * A, h,V(Y, g)) W(Y * g, s * hh,qqy, g)) 
= 7r’(s, h) 7r’(s * h, h,) w(y, s . hh,) 7c(y, s * hh,,g) 
=d(s,hh,)w(y,s~hh,)n(y,s~hh,,g) a.e. s,y,g. 
Hence hh i E H, . Thus H, = H. Q.E.D. 
By Lemma 2 with h = e, we see w(y, s) x(y, s, g) = z’(s, &y,g)) 
w(y - g, sp(y, g)) a.e. y, s, g. The set of g for which this holds is 
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multiplicatively closed; hence is all of G. Thus 71 is equivalent to (y, S, g) t+ 
n’(s, P(Y9 g)). Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2.4 also allows one to show there is at most one equivalence 
class of unitary cocycle representations of an ergodic extension X of Y which 
induce bundle representations whose restrictions to XX G are equivalent to 
the identity. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let X be an ergodic extension of Y. Suppose 71 is a 
cocycle representation of the G space X and the restriction of the bundle 
representation induced by 71 to X x G is equivalent to the identity. Then X is 
a normal extension of Y, and z is equivalent to the identity representation. 
Proof. Proposition 2.3 implies ind 1 lXXG is equivalent to an identity 
cocycle representation. Thus X is a normal ergodic extension of Y. Applying 
Theorem 2.4 in this context shows we may assume X = Y X, H and there 
exists a cocycle representation 7~’ of the H space H such that n is equivalent 
to (J. h, g) tt n’(h, o(y, g)). But every cocycle on the H space H is 
equivalent to the trivial cocycle. This implies rr is equivalent to the identity 
representation. Q.E.D. 
Restricting to the case when Y is trivial yield some interesting results. 
Namely, from Theorems 2.1 and 2.4 and Corollary 2.5, one has 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let cp : G + H be a continuous homomorphism with 
dense range. Suppose 7~ is a cocycle representation on a G space X such that 
ind ?I restricted to H x G is equivalent to the identity. Then there is an H 
action on X such that the G action on X is defined by x . g = x . ‘p(g), and 
the cocycle representation z on XX G is equivalent to (x. g) ++ n-‘(x, q(g)). 
where 71’ is a cocycle representation of X X H. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose v, : G --t H is a continuous homomorphism with 
dense range. Let X be a G space. Then there is an H action on X such that 
x . g = x . cp( g) iff the unitary representation of G defined on L’(X) by the G 
action restricted to H x G is equivalent to the identity. 
We remark the H actions in the above results are essentially uniquely 
determined. 
COROLARY 2.8. Let X be an ergodic G space and suppose z is a cocycle 
representation of X x G such that the unitary representation of G induced bjs 
71 restricted to X X G is equivalent to the identity. Then X ‘=I H, a locallJ1 
compact group; h . g = hp( g), q a homomorphism of G onto H with dense 
range; and rt is equivalent to the identity cocycle representation. 
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Note Corollarys 2.5 and 2.8 are Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 in [2], where 
the trivial cocycle representation is replaced by rt. If x = 1 and the measure 
is invariant, Corollary 2.8 is Zimmer’s characterization of normal ergodic 
actions in [19]. 
Before ending this section we show Zimmer’s structure theorem for 
extensions with relative discrete spectrum is an easy consequence of Theorem 
2.1. Suppose X is an extension of an ergodic G space (Y, V) and indi,Xg 1 has 
discrete spectrum. Then ind 1 is equivalent to a cocycle representation R 
which is a countable direct sum of finite dimensional cocycle representations. 
Thus R is a cocycle representation which has values in a compact subgroup 
H of a unitary group. By Corollary 3.8 of [16], R is cohomologous to a 
cocycle rp with dense range in a compact subgroup K of H. Thus 
ind l] yx G XG is equivalent to the cocycle representation (o IYXVK xc. But this 
cocycle representation is equivalent to the identity. Indeed, define 
U(y, k) = k. Then WY . g, k&v, g>) = k&v, s> = VY, k) V(Y, g>. Thus 
Theorem 2.1 implies X is isomorphic over Y to some Y X, S where (S, m) is 
a K space. This then yields Theorem 4.3 (the structure theorem) of [ 161. 
3. COCYCLE EXTENSIONS 
In this section we characterize the extensions of an ergodic G space Y 
isomorphic to Y X, S for some cocycle q having dense range. 
THEOREM 4. Let (Y, v) be an ergodic G space. Suppose X + Y is an 
extension. Then there exist a cocycle # on Y x G with dense range in a 
locally compact group H and an H space (S, m) such that X and Y X, S are 
isomorphic over Y tjjf there exists an extension q: (W, A) + (X, ,u) such that if 
f : (W, A) + (T, m,) is the ergodic decomposition of W, then on a corn.411 setof 
t, q’p: (W, A,) + (Y, v) are normal extensions which induce equivalent bundle 
representations. 
ProojI Suppose X = Y X, S, where (S, m) is an H space and 
v, : Y x G + H is a cocycle with dense range. Then XX, H = Y X, S X, H is 
a G space, and (y, s, h) w (y, s) is an extension p of X, and the map f 
defined by (y, s, h) E-+ s - h - ’ gives the ergodic decomposition of X X, H. 
Now f-‘(t) = ((y, t . h, h) : y E Y, h E H} N Y x, H and p restricted to 
f p’@> is (Y, h) E+ y. Hence a.e. (f-‘(t), ~l~-,~~,) is a normal extension of Y, 
and these clearly induce equivalent bundle representations of Y X G. 
To show the converse, we may assume X = Y x S, where (y, s) . g = 
(y . g, ~(y, g))’ s) and w is a cocycle from the G space Y to 7(S, ms). We 
have an extension W of X = Y X S and an ergodic decomposition 
f : ( W, A) -+ (T, m,) such that (f - ‘(t),p) are almost all normal extensions of 
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Y and induce a.e. equivalent bundle representations of Y. Hence by theorems 
1 and 2 of [2] and Theorem 1.3, there are a locally compact group H, a 
cocycle 4 from Y X G into H with dense range, and for a.e. t a G space 
isomorphism 4, of (f-‘(t), A,) with Y X, H such that p = 71, 0 4,. 
Let E = ((t, w) : v/ is an isomorphism of G space Y X, H with G space 
(f-‘(r), ,I,)}. We will show E is a Bore1 subset of the Bore1 space 
T x ..aV( Y X, H, W), where A(Y X, H, W) is the space of Bore1 functions 
y : Y X, H + W, identified if they are P X mH equal a.e., with Bore1 structure 
that which makes all the maps v/ ++ 1’ h 0 v(J~, h) g(y, h) d(v X M,,)(J’, h) 
Bore1 for all real valued bounded Bore1 functions h and g on W and Y X, H. 
respectively; here one can assume without loss of generality that both v and 
mH are finite measures. The space M( Y X, H. W) is standard. One can show 
(v : u/ is essentially one-to-one} is a Bore1 subset of ,/( Y X, H. W) and that 
I,V ++ w.+ v x mN is a Bore1 function of Ld(Y X, H. W) into M(W). the space 
of finite measures on W with natural Bore1 structure. Hence ((t, v) : v/* r x 
mf, - A,} is a Bore1 subset of T x A( Y x, H, W). Hence E is a Bore1 set if 
(v/ : Y X, H -+ W is G equivariant } is Borel. But w is equivariant iff for a 
dense countable set of g’s, v o R, = R, o v/, where R, is right translation 
given by g. One can show for each g the maps v/ t+ IC/ 0 R, and li/ w R, ~’ w 
are Borel. Thus E is a Bore1 subset. 
We have the set of all t such that (t, w) E E for some w is conull. Hence 
by the von Neumann selection theorem, there is a conull Bore1 subset of T 
and a Bore1 map t t4 CD! on this set such that (t, or) E E. Since v),. 11 X m,, - i, 
and each o, is essentially one-to-one, there is an essential Bore1 isomorphism 
@ from Y x TX, H to W such that @,(v x m,. x m,,) -A and @(y, t, h) = 
Y,(J’, h) a.e. J, h a.e. 1. Hence we may assume W = Y x T x H, f(y. t, h) = I. 
and (y, t, h) . g = (y . g, t, ho(y, g)) a.e. y, t. h for each g. Furthermore. the 
extension q: W-t X= Y X S is a map of the form q(>*, t. h) = (.I’. s(y. I. h)) 
a.e. J’, t, h. The map s satisfies s(y . g, t, ho(y, g)) = W(JI. g) ’ s( J’, t, h) a.e. 
.I’, t, h for each g and (t, h) i--t s(y, t. h) carries the measure m, x m,, to one 
equivalent to m, a.e. 4’. 
Define s!,*(t) = sol, t, h). We claim we may assume (s,,~)* m,. - m,. 
Indeed, replace W by Y x (TX H) x H with action (.I’, (t, h). h’) . g = 
(.I) g, (t. h), h’cp(?j,g)),f by (/I, (t, h), h’) +-+ (t. h) and q by (J. (t, h). h’) t + 
(.r. S(J’, t, Ah’)). 
Now let M(S) and M(T) be the measure algebras on S and T given by rn,$ 
and in,.. Set ~9~ h = s,,JM(S)). Then each &y.h is a measure subalgebra of 
M(T) isomorphic to M(S). We claim .%‘y,h is a.e. constant. To see this let 
E?.h be the conditional expectation given by the subalgebra; i.e.. let E,,, be 
the orthogonal projection onto the closed subspace of L’(T) spanned by 
8y.h. The map (.?A h) ++ E,, h is strongly Borel. Furthermore, since 
Sv.h.hw(~.~) = ‘d% g)- ’ s,,h, ~;R1).&hc+v(.u,g) =, 8X,h a.e. y, h for each g. Thus 
(y. h) t + E,.., is G invariant. By ergodicity, E ?,,, is constant a.e. J’. h. Hence, 
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we see ,LSy h is a.e. constant. So without loss of generality we may assume 
s2y,h = 2,, ‘for all JJ and h. It follows that for each (y, h), there is a unique 
a y ,, in 3’(S) such that ay,* 0 sy,h is independent of y and h a.e. So sy,h(t) = 
a $ 0 s(t) ax. y, h, t. Clearly (v, h) k-+ ay,h E ,7’(S) is Borel, and since 
SY.g,h.o(y,g) = wb4 g>-’ ‘y,h a.e. Y, h for each g, ay.g,hoty,gJ = ay,hv(x g) a.e. 
for each g. Hence i+v restricted to Y X, H x G is cohomologous to the 
identity. But the natural bundle representation of Y x G induced by the 
extension X= Y X S of Y is the representation (y, g) w L,(,.,,. The result 
follows from Theorem 2.1. 
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